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THE HAWAII GOP RESOLUTIONS AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE

Robert Gowan says, "It is with great pride and honor that I can report to you that the following Resolution was adopted to

the 2009 Hawaii Republican Party Convention platform.".....

"This is now a matter of permanent record in the Republican Party in the State of Hawaii.

This resolution was written and put forth by the Hawaii Chapter of the Gathering of Eagles; and unanimously passed by

the entire Convention, with many Republican delegates offering comments of praise and complete support at the floor

microphones and

affirming their own dedication to and appreciation of our military members serving in the current Global War on

Terror."......"This Resolution also inspired another Resolution to be made in praise and honor of all Veterans , from ALL

past wars that America as fought." .....'It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us. . .that

from these honored dead we take increased devotion to that cause for which they gave the last full measure of devotion. . .

that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain' ...... (by) Securing the 'Home front ' for them all"

THE RESOLUTION

Whereas : Our men and women of the United States Armed Forces serve with unparalleled dedication and selfless

sacrifice

and; Whom stand in harms way in the Global War on Terror , on our behalf , thereby Keeping our Homeland safe

Whereas : We resolve that their sacrifices made shall not have been made in vain

Now therefore ;

BE IT RESOLVED by the Hawaii Republican Party sitting in convention on May 16th. 2009 , Kona Hawaii,  that this

body ;  Stands wholeheartedly in support of the men and women of the United States military and their mission .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TOPSY-TURVY  by Robert Williams

For several decades a set of societal attitudes have been developing which are quite different from the America of 60 or 70

years ago.  These attitudes are disturbing not just because they are new in the sense that the Internet is new,  but because 

those who promote the new attitudes cannot seem to see the self-contradictory and self-destructive illogic of these newer

philosophies.
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First the apparent changes in some religious views.  If one accepts a basic definition of religion as belief in a supernatural

spiritual being or multiple such beings, and if one accepts that there are several religions that have this in common but

differ significantly in other details, and that there is even a small minority of atheists and agnostics that choose not to

subscribe to any religion, then the very existence of all these differences indicates the world's populace is divided about the

matter.  So who has the right handle on it?

Statements to the contrary made by Obama notwithstanding,  America was founded on Judeo-Christian moral principles

and remains today a predominately Christian nation.  The very heart of Christianity used to be a complete faith in the

Christian God and Jesus Christ as the only truth.  Christians openly contended all other religions to be false.   This was in

fact the natural basis for Christian proselytizing and missionary work.   But now there seem to be Christian intellectuals, 

Christian leaders and Christian politicians  who promote the idea that all the other religions also have positive

contributions to make to society and therefor should be respected and welcomed regardless of the nature of the beliefs or

the behavior of their adherents.  As an example,  it seems popular now for some Christian politicians to declare Islam a

"great religion" that has brought much good to the world. A British Bishop is said to have remarked that it would be O.K.

for Islamic Sharia law to have a place in Briton.  Such people often explain the Islamic terrorist activities as a "hijacking"

of the otherwise peaceful and beneficial religion of Islam.  Many even do this without ever having read a word of the

Islamic Holy Books.  They just assume with incredible naivety that because Islam is a "religion";  (i.e. has a God) that it

must be automatically and  intrinsically "good".

The Christian God is said to have declared through His prophets that, "--- there shall be no other Gods before me".   The

Bible says Moses severely reprimanded his followers for turning back to "pagan" Gods.  How can some people now call

themselves Christians who go against this and say in essence, "--- my God is indeed one of the best --- but the other Gods

are pretty darn good too".  Don't they know that the Traditional Islamic faith held true by many millions is so rigid that it

claims Christians will burn in Hell forever if they refuse to give up Christianity altogether and switch allegiance

exclusively to Islam's Allah?  

"Multiculturalism" is a word that used to mean a mixing of cultures,  or an objective study of different human cultures. 

Now it has morphed completely into the idea that not only are all religions worthy of equal respect but all cultures are also

worthy of equal respect without the slightest critique.   Any critique no matter how objective or truthful is immediately

branded as "racism".  We are all supposed to subscribe to the juvenile idea that everybody is really a good guy and the

"bad guys" are either ourselves or a few folks that may act bad but are really good guys in some sort of ugly disguise which

can be removed simply by being nice to them.

"Politically correct" in America used to mean knowing about our Constitution and Bill of rights and believing in the

defense of these principles.  Now it refers to the new "moral" of never offending anyone ---- not even those who have

sworn to kill us and our progeny.  The new "moral high-ground" is apologizing for our mere existence,  having our

president bow to kings of countries that financed and perpetrated vicious attacks on us,  and frowning on patriotism as the

unfair practice of "taking sides".  This new attitude has even gone so far as to promote the release of known terrorist

captives so they can try again to kill us.

Who are they that apparently believe in and promote all this completely asinine topsy-turvy nonsense?  In my opinion, our

current president for one,  the majority of "new" Democrats for another,  Europeans in general, and many of the European

and American journalists for sure.

Something to think about, eh?  Grandma and grandpa are not only turning over in their graves, they are very alarmed and

frightened for our sanity (not to mention our safety).

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ISLAM DAY LETTER TO HAWAII SENATOR KIDANI  by Robert Williams

Dear Senator Kidani,

I have been a retired resident of Ka'u District on the Big Island for 18 years.  Another long-time Ka'u resident gave me a

letter to read that he had received from you.   I have been moved to comment about your words because the issues you

bring up are very important to me and my family.   Among the following quotes of your remarks,  the contents of

parentheses and the paragraphs labeled "comments" are mine.  
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I respectfully disagree with you as follows:

You say, "The resolution (HCR 100) was passed in the spirit of aloha, peace, and harmony in a world that has too much

violence, hate and war."   You say further that HCR 100 was intended to, "promote awareness of the history, customs, and

contributions of one of our communities in Hawaii (Islamic community).  You also say that, " --- each culture and religion

has something positive to contribute to our community and innocent people need not be blamed for the decisions of a few".

COMMENTS:  In my opinion, it is naive to state so categorically that,  "--- each culture and religion has something

positive to contribute to our community".  As a general statement, that is simply not true.   As you can see from the rest of

this letter,  I know something of the Islamic religion that started more than 1400 years ago as a very militant rallying

philosophy to gain supremacy of one Arabic tribe over the other desert tribes of the Arabian peninsula and ultimately over

other parts of the world.  To accomplish this, Islam rejected the indigenous polytheism, and borrowing heavily from

Judaism and Christianity declared a monotheistic new religion based on an extremely intolerant and vengeful God named

Allah who's prophet Muhammad exhorted his followers to fight and enslave or kill all unbelieving "infidels".  This

militancy may have fit the area and times but in my opinion the remnants of that orthodox Islam has never had anything

positive to contribute to any community.   Instead it has brought over 1400 years of backwardness, poverty, slavery, war,

and death to many millions of people --- and it is still going on.

Census figures estimate about one and a half billion people call themselves Muslims (followers of Islam).  A less militant

non-orthodox Islam may exist in some Muslim's minds,  but how many is not known because all but a very, very few keep

quiet about it.  What is known is that the militant orthodox Islamists are still in full charge of Islamic world affairs and

who knows when that will change.  If you really wanted to "promote awareness of the history, customs, and contributions"

of Islam I would think you ought to first reveal these truths to the public.

One of the major reasons for the "violence, hate and war" which you decry, is a war against humanity started over 1400

years ago by the extreme intolerance and built-in violence of the Traditional Slavery Religion of Islam.  The word "Islam"

itself means "submission" ---  complete, abject submission to what I consider the bloodiest false God ever invented by

man.  In my opinion religions don't deserve respect just because they promote some deity.   They deserve respect only if

they earn it by an overall beneficial effect on society.  If you would but read the Quran as I have, you would know.  If you

had but lived in India for 5 years and learned Hindustani and Urdu as I did,  and personally experienced in native language

the quite common Muslim hatred of all other religions and all things we westerners consider decent and fair,  you would

know.

You say, "The events of 9/11 were conducted by a number of cowardly individuals hijacking the religion for their own

personal gains."   You also say, "---innocent people need not be blamed for the decisions of a few."

COMMENTS:  I believe your remarks could not be further from the truth.  Firstly the perpetrators of 9/11 could not have

been "cowards" and still accomplish what they did. They did not "hijack" their religion, they hijacked airplanes --- and

killed innocents because they believed in the most orthodox and traditional form of Islam that teaches there are no

"innocent" Infidels.  Not men, not women, not children.  It is all there in their Holy Books, the Quran, Hadith, and Sira, if

you would only read them.  As for the "personal gains" of the hijackers, in my opinion the only gain they got was some

posthumous fame by having vast numbers of other Muslims dance in the streets at the spectacle of innocents being

murdered. Other than that dubious credit, the perpetrators gained nothing but their own death ---  and I have no doubt they

found out their Islamic "heaven" with many virgins at their beck and call was after all,  as it always has been, a monstrous

falsehood.

Decisions to use deceit, infiltration, and terrorism were made in full concourse with the orthodox tenants of the Muslim

faith itself.   A faith that all Muslims are responsible for,  whether or not they happen to be militant "traditional" Muslims.  

A faith whose Holy Words any Muslim is supposed to accept or be considered an apostate worthy of death at the hands of

more orthodox Muslims.

You say, "After 9/11, many Muslim Americans can recount for you the isolation, prejudice, and fears that they faced in the

aftermath of the tragedy, --- "

COMMENTS:  Any "isolation, prejudice, and fears" that American Muslims may have faced after 9/11 are the direct result
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of some non-Muslim Americans finally realizing the nature of orthodox Islam itself.  In my personal experience in India

and other countries including the U.S. there is no way anyone can be a self-declared orthodox Muslim without holding

sacred and truthful what their Holy books and their Prophet teach, which is that there are just two worlds: Muslims and

unbelieving Infidels, and that it is the sacred duty of every Muslim to rid the world of Infidels.  Any lying, subterfuge, war,

slavery, or cruelty is easily justified on that religious basis. There are many resources from which one may get direct

quotes of the Islamic Holy book verses supporting these facts about the intolerant and violent nature of orthodox Islam.  If

Hawaii is about tolerance,  then orthodox Islam is Hawaii's antithesis.  I am certain that orthodox  Muslims reserve the

Hawaiian "values of respect, kindness, and inclusiveness" that you mention ONLY FOR OTHER ORTHODOX

MUSLIMS.  They cannot do otherwise and still be orthodox Muslims!

Are there any genuine non-orthodox Muslims?  That is a good question deserving an answer at some length.  The Quran, 

Hadith, and Sira were written over a period of time and by people who expressed opinions after Muhammad was dead as

well as including passed-on accounts of on-the-spot followers.  As with most creeds,  some later opinions and writings

could be said to "elucidate" previous writings. That may leave a little "wiggle room" for variation in the religious faith of

Islam.  Sometime after Muhammad's death there were splits such as the controversy between the Shia  and Sunni.   Also

the authorization for Jihad Holy War against Infidel unbelievers was assigned to Caliphs whose office is now considered

obsolete by some Muslims.  Many other Muslims however, are trying by any means possible to bring back the Caliphate. 

Nevertheless the Quran and the other Islamic Holy Books are undeniably central to most of what Muslims in general

consider important in their lives.   

However one looks at it,  the choice is not ours but with self-declared Muslims whether or not to follow the "Wahhabi 

(Saudi) and other fundamentalist versions of Islam with all the violent Jihad terrorist trimmings, or to squirm around some

of the more vindictive and intolerant passages of their Holy Books and concoct for themselves a "newer" interpretation of

the Islamic Faith which does not demand killing or enslaving Infidels and allows for separation of church and state as

befitting the democratic leanings of current non-Muslim westerners.   It is therefor solidly the responsibility of such

"moderate Muslims" to speak loud and clear if they opt for some kind of non-violent version of Islam.  There are Muslims

who justify lies and subterfuge in their religious cause, so how are we to tell the difference?  Only if the genuine

moderates  go public and document their explanations of just which parts of "traditional" Islam they reject or modify. 

Then these Muslims can be held accountable to their declarations and accepted as non-militant.

There can be no sidestepping rhetoric and no secrecy.  Non-Muslims must be allowed unannounced visitation of the

Islamic mosques and schools set up in this country so that those of us who understand Arabic,  Iraqi, Afghan, Iranian, etc.

can visit, observe, and attest to the absence of hostility in what is said and taught there.  Muslims living as citizens of

democratic countries with separate secular laws and principles must abide by those laws and not try to impose their own

Islamic Sharia religious laws.  No Muslims should demand special privileges not given other religious people in our

democratic country.  The political allegiance of American Muslims must be first to our Constitution and Bill of Rights and

our Flag and not to Mecca or the more orthodox Islamic protagonists.

I am willing to accept that a diversion of what the Quran says is possible,  but I then have to reconcile my own copy of an

English translation of the Quran which has an English introduction written by a renowned  Islamic scholar who claims in

very plain words that the Quran, unmodified, as written in Arabic and translated into English, represents the true and

absolute word of a one and only all-powerful God named Allah --- and  that the "truths" therein reveal the absolute

unchangeable "perfection" of the Islamic universe as well as the absolute "perfection" of Muhammad, the one and only

true prophet of Allah.  What I have so far experienced about Muslims is that a huge number of them are quite rigid about

their opinions on the matter and those opinions do not bode well for "aloha" or "peace between us".  Try as he would, even

Gandhi could not change the minds of Jinnah and other Muslim purists when they split Pakistan away from former India.

I have read enough of the Quran in my possession and read enough opinion of other non-Muslims,  to absolutely convince

me the Islamic God Allah  is far more bloody,  tyrannical and intolerant than I can personally accept no matter how

doctored up.  That leaves me to deal with the behavior of those calling themselves Muslims who in one way or another

mistakenly believe in Allah and his prophet Muhammad.  Is their behavior and attitude towards a non-Muslim such as

myself acceptable to me?  Do they convincingly demonstrate any true reciprocation of the "aloha spirit"?  My answer for a

large number of them is a resounding no!  The answer for the rest is something like, "the ball is in your court and decent

people of the world can't wait forever for you to put your modification of traditional Islam IN WRITING".  

Finally, to be acceptable to me, no Muslim of any sort,  residing in or outside my country,  should seriously contemplate or
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support the destruction of  my family, my friends, my country, or my own American spiritualism and culture.   Those who

are caught violating this principle are in my view worthy of assisted demise at the earliest opportunity.  No jurisprudence

privileges that should be for American citizens only,  no U.N. or European opinion tampering,  --- just the evidence of their

capture and the hanging-tree. 

Respectfully yours,    

Robert Williams 


